
 	  

EPISODE TITLE:   “Become Like a Child” 
 

Featured Guest: Dr. Eric Elnes  
Dr. Eric Elnes is a biblical scholar with a Ph.D. in Biblical Studies from 
Princeton Theological Seminary.  He is also a leading articulator of 
Convergence Christianity and Senior Minister of Countryside Community 
Church (UCC) in Omaha, NE.  Eric has written several books on faith, 
theology and culture including, The Phoenix Affirmations: A New Vision for 
the Future of Christianity (Jossey-Bass, 2006) and a book on experiential 
worship calledIgniting Worship: The Seven Deadly Sins (Abingdon, 
2004).  In 2006, Eric also helped lead a 2,500 mile walk from Phoenix to 
Washington, DC, to promote awareness of progressive/emerging Christian 
faith and practice and meet with Christians at a grassroots to hear their 
hopes and dreams for the future of faith in America.  His journey, which is 
the subject of a feature-length film,The Asphalt Gospel, is recounted in his 
book, Asphalt Jesus: Finding a New Christian Faith on the Highways of 
America (Jossey-Bass, 2007).  Elnes lives as an “empty nester” in Omaha 
with his wife, Melanie, dog Roe, and cat Tamar.  They have two college-age 
daughters, Arianna and Maren. 
	  
Pneuma Divina Scripture:  Matthew 18:1-5, 15-21 
1 At that time the disciples came to Jesus and asked, ‘Who is the 
greatest in the kingdom of heaven?’ 2He called a child, whom he put 
among them, 3and said, ‘Truly I tell you, unless you change and 
become like children, you will never enter the kingdom of 
heaven.4Whoever becomes humble like this child is the greatest in the 
kingdom of heaven. 5Whoever welcomes one such child in my name 
welcomes me. 
15 ‘If another member of the church sins against you, go and point out 
the fault when the two of you are alone. If the member listens to you, 
you have regained that one. 16But if you are not listened to, take one 
or two others along with you, so that every word may be confirmed by 
the evidence of two or three witnesses. 17If the member refuses to 
listen to them, tell it to the church; and if the offender refuses to listen 
even to the church, let such a one be to you as a Gentile and a tax-
collector.18Truly I tell you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in 
heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in 
heaven. 19Again, truly I tell you, if two of you agree on earth about 
anything you ask, it will be done for you by my Father in heaven. 20For 
where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among them.’ 
21 Then Peter came and said to him, ‘Lord, if another member of the 
church sins against me, how often should I forgive? As many as seven 
times?’ 
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R U Kidding?, Episode 1 

Questions:  
 
1.  Why do you think Jesus put 
such an emphasis on humility 
and being like a child?   
 
2.  Is the recommendation 
Jesus gives for handling 
conflict by approaching a 
person individually first good 
advice? Why or why not?  Do 
you have experience where 
this approach worked well, or 
where it didn't?   
 
3.  In dealing with conflicts 
and relationships, what is the 
difference between being like a 
child and acting childish?  How 
might either approach affect 
the outcome? 
 
Thorny Theological 
Question: 
 
What is the difference between 
becoming like a child and 
acting childish? 


